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Introduction
AtMol: Atomic Scale and single Molecule Logic gate Technologies 
The AtMol project aims to establish a comprehensive procedure to fabricate a molecular chip.
1. Identifying molecular processing units.
2. Connect the molecules to mesoscopic electrodes with atomic scale precision   →
atomic-size interconnects.
3. Preserve the integrity of the device after the encapsulation. 
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Introduction
Atomic-size interconnects
Requirement: all of the current remains on the surface, 
avoiding electron leaks from the surface to the bulk
Good candidates: surface electronic states
Dangling-bond (DB) nanowires on silicon surfaces
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H-passivated Si(100)
H-Si(100)-(2x1)
x:[1-10]
y:[110]
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Dangling-bond wires
y-direction
xy
x-direction
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Experimental realization
Soukiassian et al, Surf. Sci. 528, 121 (2003)
Hitosugi et al, App. Phys. A 66, S695 (1998).
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Hitosugi et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 4034 (1999)
Experimental realization
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Experimental realization
S.R. Schofield et al, Nature Commun. 4, 1649 (2013)
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Theoretical method
 Density Functional Theory (DFT) as implemented in SIESTA and TRANSIESTA
• GGA (PBE) exchange correlation potential
• Norm-conserving pseudopotentials
• Localized numerical basis set (DZP and SZP)
• Mesh cutoff: 200 Ry
• Geometrical relaxation (forces less than 0.04 eV/Å)
• Conductance computed within the non-equilibrium Green's function formalism
• Electron transmission strictly fixed by the number of contributing electronic bands 
at a given electron energy
• Indicative electron current evaluated using the Landauer–Büttiker expression
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Dangling-bond wire
Ideal wire
(4x1) unit cell
Metallic state
R. Robles et al, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 24, 445004 (2012)
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Dangling-bond wire
0.14 Å 0.78 Å
Peierls-like distortion
y
x
56 meV/DB lower in energy
Geometrical distortion
(4x2) unit cell
R. Robles et al, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 24, 445004 (2012)
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Dangling-bond wire
Spin polarization
spin density
(4x1) unit cell
R. Robles et al, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 24, 445004 (2012)
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Transport properties
1 or 2 channels  high conductivity⇒
Infinite ideal wire
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Transport properties
 At least one order of magnitude lost with the instabilities
Relaxed wires
M. Kepenekian et al, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 25, 025503 (2013)
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Transport properties
AFM single-row wire
Si(DB)
Si
H
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Transport properties
AFM single-row wire
Wave function of the empty electronic states
It is a DB surface state!
Si(DB)
Si
H
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Reference: one-channel metallic wire
Transport properties
Single-row wire
Conduction by the surface state between 0.5 and 1.2 V.
For bias larger than 1.2 V current is not longer confined.
Single-row wire
Single-row wire
Si(DB)
Si
H
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Transport properties
First strategy: increase the charge delocalization by increasing the inter dangling-bond distance
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Transport properties
FM half-row wire
Wave function of the empty electronic states
First strategy: increase the charge delocalization by increasing the inter dangling-bond distance
Si(DB)
Si
H
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Reference: one-channel metallic wire
Transport properties
Half-row wire
Reduction of the surface-driven current.
Single-row wire
Half-row wire
Half-row wire
Si(DB)
Si
H
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Transport properties
Second strategy: reduce correlation by increasing the lateral dimension of the surface states.
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Transport properties
Zigzag wire
Second strategy: reduce correlation by increasing the lateral dimension of the surface states.
Si(DB)
Si
H
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Transport properties
Zigzag wire
Second strategy: reduce correlation by increasing the lateral dimension of the surface states.
The electronic gap is reduced.
Non-magnetic.
Wave function of the empty electronic states
Si(DB)
Si
H
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Reference: one-channel metallic wire
Transport properties
Zigzag wire
Improvement of the conduction, comparable to good conductors.
Above 0.75 eV bulk conduction band states appear.
Single-row wire
Half-row wire
Zigzag wire
Zigzag wire
Si(DB)
Si
H
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Transport properties
Double-row wire
Second strategy: reduce correlation by increasing the lateral dimension of the surface states.
Buckled geometry similar to the unpasivated surface
Si(DB)
Si
H
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Transport properties
Double-row wire
Wave function of the empty electronic states
Second strategy: reduce correlation by increasing the lateral dimension of the surface states.
Buckled geometry similar to the unpasivated surface
Bigger gap than for zigzag wires.
Non magnetic.
Si(DB)
Si
H
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Reference: one-channel metallic wire
Transport properties
Double-row wire
Higher onset than zigzag, and from 0.8 eV the bulk contribution grows fast.
Worse general behavior than zigzag wires.
Single-row wire
Half-row wire
Zigzag wire
Double-row wire
Double-row wire
surface
contribution
Si(DB)
Si
H
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Summary
Zigzag wires are the best solution to increase electron transport
in surface-state interconnects.
Reference: one-channel metallic wire
Single-row wire
Half-row wire
Zigzag wire
Double-row wire Double-row wire
Si(DB)
Si
H
M. Kepenekian, R. Robles, C. Joachim, N. Lorente, Nano Lett. 13, 1192 (2013).
Zigzag wire
Half-row wire
Single-row wire
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Conclusions
One dimensional atomic-size interconnects are prone to instabilities,
which open electronic gaps due to correlations and hinder the transport properties.
Zigzag wires greatly improve the electron transport by increasing the wire
dimensions and reducing the correlations.
We have shown strategies for the development of atomic-size interconnects .
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Outlook
Effect of dopants
How do dopants change the DB wire properties?
Which is the effect of dopants in the transport properties?
How do dopants affect the leakeage current?
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